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Written between the mid-fourth and late sixth centuries to commemorate and glorify the

achievements of early Christian saints, these six biographies depict men who devoted themselves

to solitude, poverty and prayer. Athanasius records Antony's extreme seclusion in the Egyptian

desert, despite temptation by the devil and visits from his followers. Jerome also shows those who

fled persecution or withdrew from society to pursue lives of chastity and asceticism in his accounts

of Paul of Thebes, Hilarion and Malchus. In his Life of Martin, Sulpicius Severus describes the

achievements of a man who combined the roles of monk, bishop and missionary, while Gregory the

Great tells of Benedict, whose Rule became the template for monastic life. Full of vivid incidents and

astonishing miracles, these Lives have provided inspiration as models for centuries of Christian

worship.For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in

the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700Â titles, Penguin Classics represents a global

bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust

theÂ series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished

scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-dateÂ translations by award-winning

translators.
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This book is a translation of the biographies of six early monastic saints of Christianity. The

particular lives - Antony, Paul of Thebes, Hilarion, Malchus, Martin of Tours and Benedict - are



chosen as representatives of particular monastic styles from the early hermits to the monastic

community, as generally envisioned today. The choice is also driven by the fact that the lives were

written in Latin, which is the interest of Latin scholar and translator, Carolinne White.In her

introduction, she discusses the issues of proper translation, the types of monasticism, the milieu of

their lives, and the styles of the authors, the likes of Sts. Athanasius and Jerome, Sulpicius Severus

and Gregory the Great. To put things in context, she also provides a brief introduction to each

biography.For the Christian, however, the value of the book is the witness to the lives themselves.

They are inspirational, if not almost unbelievable; so far are God's work through them so different

than our own modern experience and subconsciously accepted empiricism. These are struggles

with visible demons, not only seen by them, but also seen or felt by those around them. These are

struggles with pagans and with heretics who mean to torture and kill them. These are struggles with

the envious, who want a prophetic relationship with God without making the sacrifice. And these are

struggles with good Christians, who fall and are helped by them.

Great introductions by the translator, these early church writings should be on any of the faithful's

required reading lists to gain an undrestanding of the difficulties early Chirstians faced, what the

time was like, and how dedicated these men were to a monastic life.

Yes

Great book. Just as advertised. Thanks!

as advertised

I wonder why cafe catholics don't bring attention to these miracles and the miracle workers. The

catholics i meet-probably only catholic in name-only speak of mary and deadly sins. They're either

bores or frauds to the public.

This product was in good condition. My only complaint was that a sticker had been applied to the

cover that was hard to remove.
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